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Norwegian launches World’s First
Female-Driven  In-Flight Comedy Channel

Norwegian, the World’s Best Low-Cost Long-Haul Airline, has launched the
world’s first female-driven in-flight entertainment comedy channel in an
exclusive partnership with the online comedy platform PYPO, Put Your Pretty
On. This is the first of many exciting milestones that will come from this
partnership throughout this year.

The on-demand in-flight video channel will be available on all of
Norwegian’s Dreamliner-operated long-haul flights. Comedy sketches such as
““Amy v Craig”, “Lady Sizes” and “Wedding Dress” features stars like Rose

http://media.norwegian.com/us/#/pressreleases/norwegian-named-worlds-best-low-cost-long-haul-airline-and-best-low-cost-airline-in-europe-1473813


Byrne, Dan Bakkedahl and Damon Herriman.

The next step in the partnership includes the creation of exclusive content
which will premiere on Norwegian in-flight entertainment system before it’s
accessible on PYPO’s own platform.

“This is an exciting partnership for Norwegian as it focuses on providing even
better entertainment onboard for our passengers. By joining forces with PYPO, we
will be able to offer exclusive content and never before-seen opportunities, which
we will be able to announce more details of in the coming months. We are
thrilled that Stephanie Laing and her team will work with our creative team to
create something extraordinary,” said Anders Lindström, Director of
Communications USA, Norwegian, and project manager.

Stephanie Laing, who launched PYPO in 2015, directed her first movie,
“Irreplaceable You”, which premiered on Netflix last month and streaming
now. Laing is also an award-winning TV comedy producer and director
(“Veep”, “Eastbound & Down” and “Divorce) with two Emmy® wins and eight
nominations.

“We could not be more excited for our comedy channel to take flight with
Norwegian as comedy is truly without borders. We hope to entertain passengers
onboard in a different way with our unique approach to comedy. Our partnership
with Norwegian will allow PYPO to take on new opportunities on a more global
scale and highlighting female comedic talent to new audiences,” said Stephanie
Laing, Founder, PYPO.

Norwegian carries more than 5.8 million UK passengers each year to over 50
global destinations. The airline has one of the youngest aircraft fleets in the
world with an average age of 3.6 years, and more than 200 new aircraft on
order. Norwegian was awarded the ‘World's best low-cost long-haul airline’
for the third consecutive year at the SkyTrax World Airline Awards.

-Ends-

FOR MEDIA ONLY: Sample sketches from PYPO’s Norwegian in-flight channel
are available here: “Amy v Craig”, “Wedding Dress”, and “Lady Sizes”.

https://www.pypo.com/amy-vs-craig-the-care-experts/
https://www.pypo.com/wedding-dress/
https://www.pypo.com/lady-sizes/


About PYPO: Since its inception in 2015, PYPO (Put Your Pretty On)’s digital
studio has been supporting women in comedy both in front of and behind the
lens. PYPO believes in disruptive, witty and honest comedy as a medium for
current conversations to be explored in a smart and unapologetic way. For
more information on PYPO, visit PYPO.com. 

Norwegian in the UK:

• Norwegian carries 5.8 million UK passengers each year from
London Gatwick, Edinburgh and Manchester Airports to 50
destinations worldwide

• Norwegian is the third largest airline at London Gatwick, with 4.6
million yearly passengers, and with more than 1,000 UK-based
pilots and cabin crew

• In 2014, Norwegian introduced the UK’s first low-cost, long haul
flights to the U.S. - the airline now flies to 11 U.S destinations,
Buenos Aires and Singapore

• In 2017, Norwegian also launched affordable transatlantic flights
from Edinburgh, Belfast, Dublin, Cork and Shannon to the US
East Coast, using the brand new Boeing 737 MAX aircraft

• Norwegian is the only airline to offer free inflight WiFi on UK
flights to more than 30 European destinations

• The airline has one of the youngest aircraft fleets in the world
with an average age of 3.6 years, including next-generation
Boeing 787 Dreamliners, Boeing 737 MAX and Boeing 737-800s

• Norwegian has been voted ‘Europe’s best low-cost carrier’ by
passengers for five consecutive years at SkyTrax World Airline
Awards from 2013-2017, along with being awarded the ‘World's
best low-cost long-haul airline’ in 2015, 2016 and 2017

• Norwegian Reward is the airline's free to join award-
winning loyalty programme offering members CashPoints and
Rewards that reduce the cost of Norwegian flights

https://www.pypo.com/
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